Angelica
Wavy black hairs, athletic but thin body, fiery black eyes,
dressed in fireproof leather

0

1

GLORY

LOVE

D8

I can’t refuse a dangerous challenge: I will find the Sword of Af
I must keep my powers in check and use them to help my companions, not
to hurt them

Thief of the Sacred Flame

D8

Fiery heart
Humble origins

Be the first to find the Sword of Af
Don't voluntarily hurt any of your companions with your powers

DAREDEVIL
EXCEPTIONAL BOLDNESS

EXCEPTIONAL CHARISMA
SENSE DANGER
CATLIKE AGILITY

LIGHTING REFLEXES

D10
D8
D8
D8
D6

☑ BOLD ACTION. When doing a bold action, increase either a
DAREDEVIL Power or a HERO DIE for this roll, but also increase any
Consequence you get from it.
☑ FIRE MASTERY . Add a D10 when your roll is strictly related to your
Mastery’s field of knowledge/skills.
☑ FIRE AFFINITY. Increase a FIRE ELEMENTALIST power but if you fail
add a D8 to the Shadow. If you are attacking AIR related things also
increase your Success Level by 1.
☑ SPOT TROUBLE. Spend 1 KA to question the Herald about potential
dangers in a place/situation: he should answer truthfully. Ask 1
question for each level of SENSE DANGER (i.e. D6=1, D8=2, etc.).

FIRE ELEMENTALIST
COMMAND ELEMENTS (FIRE)
D8
SENSE MAGIC & ELEMENTS
D6
ELEMENTAL BLAST (FIRE)
D8
ELEMENTAL SHIELD (FIRE)
D8
EXTREMELY PASSIONATE
D6

☑ DETONATE. If you have ELEMENTAL BLAST, increase your MOON
NUMBER by 1 to increase a fire-based or FIRE ELEMENTAL Scene Trait
and use it for an AREA ATTACK against up to five targets and hit all of
them with your Success die. Then destroy the Scene Trait.
☑ FIRE AURA. When you use FLAME SHIELD in melee combat, spend
1 KA to inflict an ON FIRE! D8 Consequence on your enemy.
DARK TALENTS:
☑ TOO DAMN HEROIC. Increase your MOON NUMBER by 1 when you
roll to perform an heroic or reckless action: gain 1 KA and 1 more if
you get a Consequence as a result of your action
☑ COLLATERAL DAMAGE. Increase your MOON NUMBER by 1 when
you roll an attack to gain 1 KA.
☑ ARROGANCE. Gain 1 KA when your arrogance irritates someone so
much to put you or your friends in trouble.

Fancy hat
Sacred Flame

Hidden dagger

☑ EASILY ANGERED. Gain 1 KA and an ANGERED D8 Consequence
when someone offends you or makes you angry.

Angelica is an improbable hero amid a group of legendary
figures. However she was able to steal the Sacred Flame from
the Temple of Prometheus in Achaea. And it gave her the
ability to control fire. An ability that, used without control,
almost killed her own sister.
From that event she tried to learn how to control her powers
and this effort remade her from humble thief to fiery-hearted
hero.
Now she is trying to overdo herself and embarked with these
legendary types on a mysterious and glorious quest about
some magic sword. Though her thieving habits are hard to
kept in check, she is not interested in taking the sword as
much as demonstrating everyone else her prowess and
maybe touch the sword before anyone else!

